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The RainspanTM system is a fully tested, robust,
interlocking, insulated panel, with two hour
fire‐resistant construction even in long span conditions
of up to 7.5 metres (LPS1208). Each system has
specific performance testing for the complete external
wall solution including façade to panel. 

RainspanTM provides the perfect structural support
for our extensive portfolio of partner systems, and
combines ease and speed of installation to create a
weathertight building envelope early on in the build
programme.

RainspanTM not only removes the façade installation
from the critical path, but also creates a flat external
metal face ready to receive the system carrier. 
This feature simplifies the construction process and
helps to reduce the cost and complexity of façade
support structure in providing a line and levelled
fixing surface.

Architectural Solutions from
Eurobond Laminates

RainspanTM
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RainspanTM ACM
Metal Cassette

RainspanTM Aerolite®

Stone Façade
RainspanTM ArGeTon®

Terracotta Tile

RainspanTM Corium®

Brick Tile
RainspanTM Parklex®

High Density Stratified Timber
RainspanTM NORclad®

Timber Cladding

RainspanTM Partnership Approach

RainspanTM is partnered with the highest quality
architectural façades, to provide a complete external
envelope solution. The diverse nature of our partner
systems from engineered timber to terracotta and
brick tiles creates design freedom in colour, texture
and modularity.  

RainspanTM provides both the form and function
demanded from modern building envelopes and is
supported by system specific performance testing.

RainspanTM is subject to continual development and the
external envelope range is not limited to the nine
partner systems shown.

For other façade requirements please contact our
technical department on 029 20 77 66 77.

Aerolite® / Urban Glass®

TI Aerolite® and Urban Glass® are registered trademarks of
TI Tiles International Ltd in the United Kingdom and Ireland.

Euroclad Ltd is a registered trading name and used with
consent.

Booth Muirie Ltd is a registered trading name and used
with consent.

ArGeTon® / Corium®

Argeton and Corium are registered trademarks of
Wienerberger AG and are used with their consent.

Rockpanel®

Rockpanel is a registered trademark of Rockwool B.V. and
used with their consent.

NORclad®

NORclad is a registered trademark of Northwood FPI and
used with their consent.

Parklex®

Parklex is a registered trademark of Composites Gurea
S.A. and used with their consent.

RainspanTM Rockpanel
Façade Cladding

RainspanTM Urban Glass®

Glass Façade
RainspanTM Render
Render Façade
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Design Flexibility
We have partnered with established businesses with
tried and tested, well designed architectural façade
systems. The range of options available provides real
flexibility in terms of both design and appearance. 

Each system is fully tested and comprehensively
detailed to work as a building solution, which will
continue to perform year after year.

Proven Performance
We fully test RainspanTM and our partner systems as 
a finished wall construction, structural and weather
integrity tests are carried out to CWCT standards
and fire resistance tests conducted in accordance
with BS EN 1364 Part 1 to ensure “as built”
performance. 

This rigorous approach provides independent
assurance that our RainspanTM system will meet your
design and specification performance requirements
with whole system testing covering the panel,
interface and façade.

Fast Track Construction
Rainspan’s modern construction process provides
significant cost and time savings over alternative
methods, with straight, uninterrupted runs of infill
panels; a distinct advantage over stick system
walling. As a dry method of construction, RainspanTM

does not require any ‘drying out’ time and unlike
more traditional wet trades, not subject to creep
and cracking, this allows RainspanTM to quickly create
a weathertight envelope to keep build times as
efficient as possible. 

Rainspan’s capability for long, fire-rated spans means
that secondary steelwork costs can be kept to a
minimum with fewer intermediate fixing supports
needed. This, combined with the speed of
installation afforded through the use of Eurobond’s
patented panel clamp, can help even the most
demanding build projects stay on schedule and
under budget. 

Fully Integrated Solutions
We recognise that good design can only be
delivered through well-thought out detailing and
material interfaces. We work closely with our façade
partners to ensure that project specific details are
robust and meet the exacting standards expected
from modern cladding systems. 

We also integrate through the supply chain and
provide training and on site guidance to specialist
cladding installers. This ensures building envelopes
are assembled  both cost efficiently and effectively
to minimise on site disruption and delays.

Energy Conservation
Highly insulated with low air permeability and
manufactured with fully recyclable materials RainspanTM

meets both the energy performance and
environmental agendas. 

Cost effective compliance with relevant Building
Regulations of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland and full life cycle analysis create a platform for
achieving BREEAM excellence.

RainspanTM is the Solution for
Clients, Architects and Contractors
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Structural and Fire
Performance

Fastener Performance

Dedicated fasteners have been tested and verified
for RainspanTM solutions, in partnership with SFS
Intec. System specific testing performed to
accurately predict performance.

•    Fast drilling performance leading to reduced 
     construction times with 304 Austenitic stainless 
     steel fastener.

•    Meaningful 25 year warranty package.

•    Industry leading performance: pull-out values 
     even in thin steel sheets.

•    Maximum reliability with 100% weather/air 
     tightness for the design life of the building.

Building penetrations and openings are easily
accommodated with RainspanTM and our technical
services team are on hand to provide project by
project advice.

Structural Performance

The RainspanTM system has been designed to support
façade systems and  has undergone rigorous
structural testing to CWCT standards at accredited
test facilities.

The RainspanTM system has undergone extensive
wind-load testing in line with BS 5427-1:1996(2) at a
peak load of 4kN/m2 wind suction (equivalent of
‘worst case’ 50 year storm), with no loss in ultimate
pull out performance.

The structural integrity of RainspanTM panels means
that fire rated single component panels spanning
up to 7.5m between steelwork can be supplied. 

The structural performance capabilities of the
RainspanTM system are determined as follows:
•    Fastener shear loading with leading fastener 
     manufacturers as partners
•    Bond strength
•   Pre-fatigue static loading
•   Fatigue testing
•   Post-fatigue static loading/safety test
•    Impact resistance

Manufactured with a non-combustible
stone wool core, RainspanTM panels 
are tested to BS EN 1364 Part 1,
and have achieved 2 hours
fire resistance (integrity
and insulation).

Fire Performance
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Low Environmental
Impact

The stone wool core at the heart of
RainspanTM is an excellent thermal
insulant, meeting U-Value
requirements as low as 0.23W/m2K.
In addition, the system has been
independently tested for air
tightness, achieving air permeability
results of <1m3/hr/m2 helping to
reduce building operational costs
and improve energy performance.

The ‘as tested’ air tightness of
<1m3/hr/m2 is well in excess of the
relevant Building Regulations of
England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland, and eliminates,
cold bridging, a potential problem
associated with poorly installed site
assembled ‘built up’ systems.

Energy Performance

•    High recycled content.
•    Factory engineered panels, 
     manufactured to precise order 
     requirements to ensure 
     minimum on-site waste. 
•    Minimisation of component 
     parts leading to less variability 
     and quicker installation.
•    Project specific detailing to ensure 
      robust details are employed with 
      low air permeability.

•    Recyclable panels both steel 
     and stonewool are fully 
     recyclable at end of life, are 
     non-hazardous and neither 
     have zero ODP and GWP 
     potential or contain volatile 
     organic compounds. 
•    Fully compliant with the Energy 
      Performance of Building Directive.

Environmental Impact

BREEAM-ready:

•    ‘A’ Rating: The environmental 
      credentials of Eurobond product’s 
      ensures that within the materials 
      section of a BREEAM assessment, 
      buildings are given an excellent 
      chance of achieving a high rating.

•    Full environmental product
      declarations (EPD’s) demonstrate 
      low levels of kg equivalent of
      CO2 /sqm of cladding.
•    CarbonNeutral® building envelope 
      with RainspanTM and Confidex 
      Sustain®. Confidex Sustain® is a 
      registered trademark of Tata Steel.

Environmental Performance
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Key System Benefits

•    Quick installation of the RainspanTM support panel 
     removes the façade installation from the critical path.

•    Single component panel, weather tight construction, 
     allowing early commencement of internal trades.

•    Rainspan creates simple integration of building 
     components such as doors and louvres.

•    RainspanTM creates an in-plane fixing surface 
     removing the need for 'helping hand' 
     bracketery, reducing overall system cost and 
     simplifying construction. 

•    ISO 9001 accredited quality controlled production 
     in high-tech manufacturing facility guarantees 
     repeatability and continuity of insulation.

•    Can be built outside the floor slab to maximise 
     usable internal floor area.

•    Relatively lightweight construction, providing 
     exceptional air tightness and thermal performance 
     for the life of the building.

•    Fire rated spans of up to 2 hours over 7.5m 
     (LPS 1208).

•    CWCT testing (standard for systemised building 
     envelopes) has proven the RainspanTM system to 
     offer excellent structural and weather tightness 
     performance.

•    Fully tested RainspanTM system with specific 
     external façade partners.

•    Single point responsibility with system warranties 
     available.

•    RainspanTM can reduce external noise transmittance 
     into your building by up to 33.1 dB as standard, 
     helping your building meet it's sound reduction 
     requirements.

•    No cold bridging of fixings through the insulation 
     as all façade systems are face fixed to the panel.
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Integrated Service
and Support
Technical Services
At Eurobond we continually strive to provide first
class technical service and support.  We employ a
dedicated team of technical services and support
engineers, with expert knowledge to provide
guidance to designers, specifiers and installers at
all stages of the design and construction process. 

Eurobond is committed to ‘low risk building
solutions’ not least in the areas of sustainable
construction and fire performance. The design and
construction guidance from our Technical Services
Team includes:-

•   Minimising operational carbon: through thermal 
    product modelling, air-tightness testing, the supply 
    of robust construction details, SBEM calculation 
    guidance and compliance with Building Regulations, 
    such as Approved Document L2A: 2010.

•   Supporting BREEAM excellence: through full 
    environmental product declarations, use of 
    materials with a high recycled content and practical 
    site waste and end of life recycling solutions. 

•   Reducing fire risk: designing panel systems with 
    products which are inherently non-combustible 
    (cores) and have been tested with up to 2 hours fire 
    resistance, even in long span installations

•   Durability and structural capacity: wind load 
    calculations, and product span capabilities are fully 
    tested and modelled and our structural product 
    data is accredited by The Steel Construction 
    Institute whom we engage in a consultancy role.

Field Service Support
Our field services team provides installation
training and support, both off and on site in order
to facilitate best practice construction and delivery
of the highest quality finished envelope. We also
offer advice on mechanical handling and a site
inspection service during the construction phase.

Customer Service and
Marketing Support
Our dedicated and focused team provides
customer service for all enquiries and commercial
pre and post-order administration, delivery
scheduling, and installer support. We pride
ourselves in providing a seamless, coordinated
customer experience and regularly conduct
customer surveys to gather customer feedback to 
help us continuously improve our experience. 

We also provide a fast turnaround on standard
sample and literature requests, for planning and
client approvals as well as regular updates to our
project case studies. These can be found at
www.eurobond.co.uk

Sales Team
We have a regionally based sales team and product
specialists who are available to provide advice,
presentations and one-to-one service. Specific
contact details can be found at:
www.eurobond.co.uk
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Eurobond Laminates Ltd
Wentloog Corporate Park
Cardiff CF3 2ER

T +44 (0)29 20 77 66 77
F +44 (0)29 20 36 91 61
E sales@eurobond.co.uk
www.eurobond.co.uk

In association with our strategic trading partner Tata Steel.

RSp - 03/12
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